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a b s t r a c t

It was well observed that a user’s preference over a product changes based on his/her friends’
preferences, and this phenomenon is called ‘‘preference diffusion’’, and several models have been
proposed for modeling the preference diffusion process. These models share an idea that the diffusion
process involves many iterations, and in each iteration, each user has his/her preference affected by
some other preferences (e.g., those of his/her friends). When computing users’ preferences after a
certain number of iterations, these models use users’ preferences at the end of that iteration only,
which we believe is not desirable since users’ preferences at the end of other iterations should also
have some effects on users’ final preferences. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new model for
preference diffusion, which takes into consideration users’ preferences at each iteration for computing
users’ final preferences. Under the new model, we study two problems for optimizing the preference
diffusion process with respect to two different objectives. One is easy to solve for which we design
an exact algorithm and the other is NP-hard for which we design a (1 − 1/e)-factor approximate
algorithm. We conducted extensive experiments on real datasets which verified our proposed model
and algorithms.

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

It is well recognized that a user’s preference over a product
changes based on their friends’ opinions over the same prod-
uct. For example, people share with their friends how they like
iPhone 6, people talk about their favorite movie stars with their
friends, and people discuss with friends candidates for an election
(e.g., the US President election). In these activities, people have
their opinions over a product (e.g., iPhone 6, a movie star, or a
candidate in an election) affected by those of their friends. The
dynamics of people’s preferences over a product, when consid-
ered on the top of a social network, is called preference diffusion
(since a user’s preference is affected by those of his/her friends
which means that the preferences of his/her friends diffuse via
friendship to him/her).

A related phenomenon is information diffusion which has been
studied extensively [1–25]. Specifically, information diffusion
refers to the phenomenon on a social network that a piece of
information or awareness (of a product) spreads from some users
to their friends and then further to their friends’ friends and so on.
Nevertheless, information diffusion is different from preference
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diffusion in quite a few aspects and as a result, exiting models for
information diffusion cannot capture preference diffusion well,
which we explain as follows. First, in information diffusion, a
user’s awareness of a product is binary, i.e., either yes or no,
while in preference diffusion, a user’s preference over a product is
clearly continuous and corresponds to a real number. For example,
in the most commonly used models of information diffusion,
namely the independent cascade (IC) model [1] and the linear
threshold (LT) model [2], each user is assumed to be either active
or inactive which correspond to binary numbers. Second, in
information diffusion, a user would usually keep an awareness
of a product for the whole propagation process once he/she gets
it, i.e., the propagation process is irreversible, while in preference
diffusion, a user may have his/her preference over a product
(e.g., a candidate in an election) degraded if some of his/her
friends have very low preferences over the same product. Third,
in information diffusion, the propagation of the awareness of a
product usually happens once, i.e., once the awareness is propa-
gated from a user to one of his/her friends, the same propagation
process for the same product will not happen again in the future,
while in preference diffusion, multiple iterations of propagation
(e.g., multiple rounds of communications) can happen between
two users, and during each iteration, users’ preferences could be
updated.

Several models have been proposed for capturing the prefer-
ence diffusion process [26–29]. These models share the following
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ideas: (1) users’ preferences are captured by real numbers and
(2) the diffusion process proceeds with many iterations and at
each iteration, each user’s preference is updated based on his/her
own preference and his/her friends’ preferences (specifically, it is
updated to be a linear combination of these preferences). Different
models use different strategies of updating a user’s preference,
e.g., in the model [26,29], it is updated to be a linear combi-
nation of his/her preference at the current iteration and his/her
preferences (at the current iteration) and in the model [27,28], it
is updated to be a linear combination of his/her preference before
the first iteration and the average of his/her friends’ preferences.

It is adopted by each of these models that when computing
users’ preferences after a certain number h of iterations, only
users’ preferences at the end of the hth iteration are used while
those at the end of the (h−1)th iteration, those at the end of the
(h− 2)th iteration, ..., and those at the right beginning (or at the
end of the 0th iteration) are not, which we argue is not desirable
since users’ preferences at the end of each iteration leave users
some impression and hence they contribute to the users’ final
preferences. Motivated by this, in this paper, we propose a new
model which accounts for users’ preferences at the end of each
iteration when computing users’ final preferences. Besides, we
incorporate the decaying effects from the social science litera-
ture [30] in our model such that users’ preferences at earlier
iterations are counted less while those at later iterations are
counted more when computing users’ preferences at the end of
the preference diffusion process.

Our new model guarantees that after a certain of iterations
of propagation, (1) users’ preferences over the products stay
unchanged/stable (or change only insignificantly), i.e., users’ pref-
erences converge, which is often the case in real life (For example,
people usually get clear minds/preferences over the products
after enough communication with their friends, which thus will
not be changed) and (2) some users have exactly the same pref-
erences over the products, i.e., a consensus is reached, which also
happens often in real life (For example, a group of users who have
similar interests might reach a consensus of the preferences).

A common application scenario of preference diffusion is as
follows. There are some existing products with a product type in
the market, and now we want to promote a new product with the
same product type. We are given some budget which allow us to
target at most k users in the social network for the new product,
where targeting a user for the new product means giving this user
some incentives and consequently this user would have a certain
degree of preference over the new product and we call a user that
has been targeted as a seed.

Based on the above scenario, we study two problems. The first
one is called the preference maximization (PM) problem which
is to select k users as seeds such that at the end of the pref-
erence diffusion process, the sum of users’ preferences over the
new product is maximized. The second one is called the adoption
maximization (AM) problem which is to select k users as seeds
such that at the end of the preference diffusion process, the sum
of users’ probabilities to adopt the new product is maximized,
where the probability that a user adopts the new product is de-
fined as the relative preference over the product to his/her overall
preferences over all products (including the existing products).
The PM problem optimizes users’ absolute preferences over the
new product while the AM problem optimizes the users’ relative
preferences over the new product.

For the PM problem, we design an exact algorithm called Top-
k. For the AM problem which is proved to be NP-hard, we design
an approximate algorithm called Greedy. We prove that Greedy
provides an (1− 1/e)-factor approximation for the AM problem.

Contributions & Roadmap. Our contributions are summarized
as follows. First, we propose a new model for the preference

Fig. 1. A running example used for illustration.

diffusion process, which is verified by our experiments to perform
better than existing ones. Second, under the new model, we
study two problems, namely the preference maximization (PM)
problem and the adoption maximization (AM) problem, which
optimize the preference diffusion process w.r.t. two different ob-
jectives by selecting proper sets of seeds. For the PM problem, we
design an exact algorithm called Top-k and for the AM problem,
we prove its NP-hardness and then design an (1 − 1/e)-factor
approximate algorithm called Greedy. Third, we conducted exten-
sive experiments on real datasets which verified our proposed
model and algorithms.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents our proposed preference diffusion model. Section 3 stud-
ies the PM problem and the AM problem. Section 4 reviews
the related work and Section 5 gives the empirical study and
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Preference diffusion model

We are given a social network which is represented by a
weighted directed graph G(V , E,W ) where V is a set of n vertices
each representing a user from a set {v1, v2, . . . , vn}, E is a set of
edges each in the form of (vi, vj) meaning that vi can influence
vj, and W : E → R+ maps each edge (vi, vj) ∈ E to a positive
real number r meaning the strength of the influence, termed
‘‘influence strength’’, from vi to vj. For a vertex vi ∈ V , we define
its in-degree, denoted by indeg(vi), to be the overall influence
strength from vi’s in-coming neighbors to vi, i.e., indeg(vi) =∑

e∈E and e is an edge to vi
W (e). For example, in the graph as shown

in Fig. 1(a), the in-degrees of v1, v2, v3 and v4 are 4, 5, 3, and
3, respectively. We have an adjacency matrix corresponding to
graph G(V , E,W ), denoted by An×n, which is defined as follows.
The entry at the ith row and the jth column of A, i.e., A[i][j], is
equal to W (e) where e = (vi, vj) if e is an edge in E, and is equal
to 0 otherwise. For example, Fig. 1(b) shows the adjacency matrix
of the graph in Fig. 1(a).

Assume that we have m product brands (or simply prod-
ucts) under the same product type, namely, a1, a2, . . . , and am.
For example, Apple, Samsung and Blackberry are three product
brands under the product type of smart phone. We denote by
pi,j the preference of a user vi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) over a product aj
(1 ≤ j ≤ m) where pi,j > 0, and we assume that the larger
pi,j is, the more vi prefers aj. Given a user vi (1 ≤ i ≤ n), we
represent vi’s preferences over all products by a vector in the form
of (pi,1, pi,2, . . . , pi,m)T which we call the preference vector of user
vi and denote by Pi. Then, we represent the preference vectors
of all users by a matrix in the form of (P1, P2, . . . , Pn)T which we
call the preference matrix and denote by P. Note that P is an n×m
matrix and P[i][j] corresponds to user vi’s preference over product
aj for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
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2.1. Preference propagation model

We first describe the preference propagation based on a single
user vi on a product aj in Section 2.1.1. Then, we describe the
preference propagation based on all users on all products in
Section 2.1.2.

2.1.1. Single user on single product
In real life, a user vi usually gets his/her preference over a

product aj influenced by his/her friends’ preferences over the same
product because of the communication among friends in the
social network and also persists on his/her own preference to a
certain extent. The former effect on the preference is called the
influenced-by effect and the latter effect is called the persistence ef-
fect. Given a user vi and a product aj, we denote the influenced-by
effect by IE(vi, aj), indicating the preference of vi on aj influenced
by his/her friends, and denote the persistence effect by PE(vi, aj),
indicating the preference of vi on aj based on his/her original
personal preference. The details of IE(vi, aj) and PE(vi, aj) will be
described later.

With the terms IE(vi, aj) and PE(vi, aj), we define the overall
effect of user vi’s preference over product aj, denoted by OE(vi, aj),
to be

α · IE(vi, aj)+ (1− α) · PE(vi, aj) (1)

where α is a parameter ∈ [0, 1] controlling the trade-off between
the influenced-by effect and the persistence effect. As could be
noticed clearly, when α = 0, the overall effect correspond to
the persistence effect only which means that user vi persists
on his/her own preference without change while when α = 1,
the overall effect correspond to the influenced-by effect only
which means that user vi changes his/her preferences over a
product totally based on his/her friends’ preferences over the
same product.

Next, we discuss these two types of effect in detail.
Consider a user vi and his/her preference over a product aj,

i.e., pi,j. Recall that the influence strengths of vi’s in-coming friends
to vi correspond to the elements in the ith column of the adja-
cency matrix A, i.e., A[h][i] for h = 1, 2, . . . , n, and the preferences
of vi’s in-coming friends over aj correspond to the elements in
the jth column of the preference matrix P, i.e., P[h][j] for h =
1, 2, . . . , n.

• Influenced-by effect: We use the linear combination of
vi’s friends’ preferences over aj weighted by their relative
influence strengths on vi for capturing the influenced-by
effect. That is, the influenced-by effect IE(vi, aj) is measured
by

∑
1≤h≤n

A[h][i]
indeg(vi)

· P[h][j]. Note that A[h][i] represents the

influence strength from vh to vi.
• Persistence effect: We capture the persistence effect by vi’s

current preference over aj. That is, the persistence effect
PE(vi, aj) is measured by P[i][j].

2.1.2. All users on all products
Next, we describe the preference propagation of all users on

all products.

Influenced-by effect: Let IE be the n×m matrix where the entry
at the ith row and the jth column in this matrix is IE(vi, aj) where
i ∈ [1, n] and j ∈ [1,m]. Note that IE contains the influenced-by
effects on all users’ influences over all products. In the following,
we show that IE can be computed easily by a simple matrix
multiplication operation between two matrices. We define the
influenced-by matrix denoted by Mib to be NAT where N is an n×n
diagonal matrix with N[h][h] = 1

indeg(vh)
for h = 1, 2, . . . , n and

AT is the transposed matrix of the adjacency matrix A. Note that

Mib is a right stochastic matrix2. For example, Fig. 1(c) shows the
influenced-by matrix based on the graph shown in Fig. 1(a).

Lemma 1. IE = MibP

Persistence effect: Let PE be the n×m matrix where the entry at
the ith row and the jth column in this matrix is PE(vi, aj) where
i ∈ [1, n] and j ∈ [1,m]. Note that PE contains the persistence
effects on all users’ influences over all products. In the following,
we show that PE can be computed easily by a simple matrix
multiplication operation between two matrices. We define the
persistence matrix denoted by Mp to be an n × n identity matrix.
Note that Mp is also a right stochastic matrix.

Lemma 2. PE = MpP

Overall effect: Let OE be the n × m matrix where the entry at
the ith row and the jth column in this matrix is OE(vi, aj) where
i ∈ [1, n] and j ∈ [1,m]. Since OE = α · IE + (1 − α) · PE (by
Eq. (1)), with the help of the above lemmas, OE is equal to

α ·MibP+ (1− α) ·MpP = (α ·Mib + (1− α) ·Mp)P (2)

Note that (α ·Mib + (1− α) ·Mp) is a right stochastic matrix.
Let P0 be the preference matrix corresponding to users’ pref-

erences over all products at the beginning (i.e., P0 is the initial
preference matrix). Let

M = α ·Mib + (1− α) ·Mp (3)

Note that M is a right stochastic matrix. For example, the matrix
M based on the graph shown in Fig. 1(a) with the setting of
α = 0.5 is shown in Fig. 1(d).

We denote by P(n) the preference matrix at the end of nth
propagation step. By modeling each propagation step as a DeG-
root’s like iteration, the preference matrix at the current step is
equal to the matrix M times that at the previous step. It follows
that the preference matrix at the end of nth step, i.e., P(n), is equal
to Mn times that before the first step which is P0, i.e., P(n) =
Mn
· P0. As could be noticed, P(n) corresponds to a matrix which

we call the update matrix and denote by K(n) times P0, i.e., P(n) =
K(n) · P0 where K(n) = Mn. In this paper, motivated by the
phenomenon that the preference matrix after a propagation step
may be affected by those after each previous propagation step
(but not that after the last propagation step only), we model
update matrix K(n) as follows.

K(n) =
{
Mn
+ δ · K(n− 1) n ≥ 1

[[1, 0, . . . , 0], . . . , [0, 0, . . . , 1]] n = 0
(4)

where the part Mn (in the case of n ≥ 1) captures the update rule
of a DeGroot’s like iteration as adopted in existing studies and the
part δ · K(n− 1) (in the case of n ≥ 1) which involves a decaying
factor δ ∈ [0, 1] and also a recursion K(n−1) captures the update
rule that all previous preference matrices that affected P(n − 1)
would affect P(n) with a decaying factor of δ. The decaying model
which corresponds to an exponentially weighted function is bor-
rowed from some social science research [30] which captures that
the more recent the preference matrices are, the more important
they are. We note that the same decaying effect has been adopted
in some existing models such as the Voter Model [31], but to the
best of our knowledge, it is the first time that this decaying effect
is adopted in a preference diffusion model.

2 A right stochastic matrix is a square matrix of non-negative real numbers,
with each row summing to 1.
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2.2. Convergence and consensus

In this part, we present two interesting features of our prefer-
ence propagation model, namely convergence and consensus.

Convergence means that after many rounds of communica-
tion/propagation, users’ preferences over products stay
unchanged (or change only insignificantly), and this is often the
case in real life. For example, people usually get clear minds/
preferences over the products after enough communication with
their friends, which thus will not be changed (i.e., converged). Our
model guarantees that users’ preferences over products converge
at the end of the propagation, and we present this result in the
following lemma.

Lemma 3. If α ̸= 1, limN→∞ P(N) exists.

We note here that the convergence result in this paper cannot
be trivially derived from the existing results (e.g., given that PN
converges which is the result in [26], it is not obvious whether
P(N) converges).

Consensus of preferences among a group of users means that
at the end of the propagation process, all users in the group have
exactly the same preferences over the products, and this also
happens often in real life. For example, a group of users who
have similar interests might reach a consensus of the preferences
over the products. Within our model, when the preference matrix,
i.e., P(N) converges, a consensus is reached within each closed
SCC (a SCC is said to be closed if there exist no incoming edges
from vertices outside the SCC), i.e., all users in a closed SCC have
exactly the same preference. We present this consensus result in
the following Lemma 4.

Lemma 4. When the preference matrix, i.e., P(N) converges, within
each closed SCC (strongly connected component), all users have the
same preferences over the products.

3. Preference diffusion optimization

Suppose that besides the m existing products (i.e., a1, a2, . . . ,
am), we have a new product which we denote by am+1. Also, we
assume that the propagation process based on users’ preferences
over the existing products (i.e., a1, a2, . . . , am) has been finished.
As a result, we only need to consider the propagation process on
users’ preferences over the new product am+1.

Since product am+1 is new, at the very beginning, users’ prefer-
ences over this product are all 0’s. Suppose that we have a budget
which allows us to target k users for the product am+1. Here, a
user is targeted for am+1 means that the user has her preference
over am+1 changed from 0 to 1, which follows the strategy used
in [32]. That is, in the case that we select a set S of seeds for am+1,
we have that the preferences of these seeds over am+1 are all 1’s
while the preferences of all other users (non-seeds) are all 0’s.
Specifically, Suppose S = {vs1 , vs2 , . . . , vsk} (k ≤ n), and let PS

0
denotes the initial preference matrix representing users’ initial
preferences over am+1 with the seed set as S. Note that PS

0 has
the size of n×1 and hence we use it as a vector in the following.
Then, we have PS

0[i] = 1 for i ∈ {s1, s2, . . . , sk} and PS
0[i] = 0 for

those 1 ≤ i ≤ n but not in {s1, s2, . . . , sk}.
In the following, we study the preference maximization (PM)

problem in Section 3.1 and the adoption maximization (AM) prob-
lem in Section 3.2.

Algorithm 1 Top-k
Input: Social network: G(V , E,W ); an integer k ≤ n
Output: a seed set Spm
1: compute Mc
2: for j : 1→ n do
3: sumj ←

∑
1≤i≤n Mc[i][j]

4: Spm ← {vh′ |sumh′ is among the top-k in {sumh|1 ≤ h ≤ n}}
5: return Spm

3.1. Preference maximization

The preference maximization (PM) problem is to target k users
(or selecting k users as seeds) for am+1 such that after the prop-
agation process (i.e., when the preference matrix converges), the
sum of users’ preferences over am+1 is maximized. We formalize
the problem as follows.

Problem 1 (Preference Maximization (PM)). Given a social network
G(V , E,W ) and a positive integer k ≤ n, the preference maxi-
mization (PM) problem is to find a set S of k seeds such that at
the end of the propagation process based on the initial preference
matrix PS

0, the sum of users’ preferences over the product is
maximized. □

Suppose that S is the set of seeds. Then, the preference matrix
at the end of the propagation process which we denote by PS

corresponds to limN→∞ K(N) ·PS
0 = limN→∞

∑
0≤h≤N δh ·MN−h

·PS
0

(Eq. (4)). According to Lemma 3, we know that limN→∞
∑

0≤h≤N

δh · MN−h
· PS

0 exists. It follows that limN→∞
∑

0≤h≤N δh · MN−h

also exists (by contradiction). Therefore, we let Mc be limN→∞∑
0≤h≤N δh ·MN−h, and thus we have

PS
= McPS

0 (5)

Let S = {vs1 , vs2 , . . . , vsk} (k ≤ n) be a set of k seeds. According
to Eq. (5), we know that∑
1≤i≤n

PS
[i] =

∑
1≤i≤n

∑
1≤j≤n

Mc[i][j] · PS
0[j]

=

∑
1≤j≤n

PS
0[j] · (

∑
1≤i≤n

Mc[i][j])

=

∑
j∈{s1,s2,...,sk}

∑
1≤i≤n

Mc[i][j] (6)

According to Eq. (6), we can select a set Spm of seeds as follows
which maximizes the resulting sum of users’ preferences over the
product. We first set Spm to be ∅ and then add vj into Spm if jth
column of Mc is among the top-k in terms of the sum of entries
in the column (note that

∑
1≤i≤n Mc[i][j] is exactly equal to the

sum of the entries in jth column of Mc). We call this algorithm
Top-k and present it in Algorithm 1.

3.2. Adoption maximization

The PM problem maximizes users’ absolute preferences over
the product am+1, which, however, does not optimize the users’
adoption behaviors directly for the new product am+1. This is
because a user who has a larger preference over am+1 does
not necessarily mean that she would adopt am+1 with a larger
probability since she might also have large preference over the
other products. A better way to capture the probability that a
user adopts a product is to use her relative preference over am+1
to her overall preferences over all products (including both the
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existing products and am+1). To illustrate, consider that there is
one case where a user has his/her preference over a product to
target equal to 1 and her preferences over other products equal to
1 as well and another case where the user has his/her preference
over the product equal to 0.8 and those over other products equal
to 0.2. If the objective of the PM problem is used, the former case
would be favored by a company since the preference over the
target product is larger, which, however, does not capture the real
picture since in the latter case, the user has the majority of his/her
preference on the target product which naturally implies that
he/she would adopt the target product with a higher probability
than that in the former case. Motivated by this, in this paper,
we model the probability that a user adopts a product to be
the ratio between her preference over a target product and her
overall preferences over all products (under the same product
type). Specifically, let pi be the sum of the user vi’s preferences
over the existing products and PrSi be the probability that user
vi adopts the new product am+1 at the end of the propagation
process on users’ preferences over am+1 with S as the seed set.
Then, we have

PrSi = PS
[i]/(pi + PS

[i]) (7)

For example, if a user vi has his/her preference over am+1 equal
to 0.2 after the diffusion process of the preference over am+1
(i.e., PS

[i] = 0.2) and the sum of his/her preferences over all
existing products equal to 1.8 (i.e., pi = 1.8), the probability that
user vi would adopt the new product is equal to 0.2/(1.8+0.2) =
0.1.

With the view of the above discussion, we propose a problem
called adoption maximization (AM) which is to find a set S of k
seeds such that at the end of propagation process of users’ prefer-
ences over the new product am+1, the sum of users’ probabilities
to adopt am+1 is maximized. Note that using different sets of
seeds, we have different users’ preferences over am+1 and thus
different sums of users’ probabilities to adopt am+1. In this paper,
we define a function σ (·) such that it takes a set S of users as
input and returns the sum of users’ probabilities to adopt am+1
at the end of the propagation process on users’ preferences over
am+1 when the users in S are targeted as the seeds for am+1, i.e.,

σ (S) =
n∑

i=1

PrSi (8)

The formal definition of the AM problem is provided in Prob-
lem 2.

Problem 2 (Adoption Maximization (AM)). Given a social network
G(V , E,W ), the sum of user vi’s preferences over the existing m
products, pi, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and an integer k, the adoption
maximization (AM) problem is to find a set S of k seeds for a new
product am+1 such that at the end of the propagation process on
users’ preferences over am+1, the sum of all users’ probabilities to
adopt am+1, i.e., σ (S), is maximized. □

Compared to the PM problem which allows a simple exact
solution, the AM problem is more difficult to tackle. In this paper,
we prove that with the matrixMc (recall that matrixMc is defined
as limN→∞

∑
0≤h≤N δh ·MN−h) given arbitrarily, the AM problem

is NP-hard.

Lemma 5 (NP-hardness). The AM problem with the matrix Mc given
arbitrarily is NP-hard.

Motivated by the NP-hardness result as presented in Lemma 5,
in this paper, we design an approximate algorithm called Greedy
for the AM problem, which we describe as follows. Greedy is a
greedy algorithm involving k steps.

Algorithm 2 Greedy
Input: Social network: G(V , E,W ); user vi’s sum of preferences

over the existing products, pi for i = 1, 2, ..., n; an integer
k ≤ n

Output: a seed set Sam
1: Sam ← ∅
2: for i : 1→ k do
3: v∗ ← argmaxv∈V\Sam g(v|Sam) where g(v|Sam) means the

marginal gain of adoption when adding v into Sam, i.e.,
g(v|Sam) = σ (Sam ∪ {v})− σ (Sam)

4: Sam ← Sam ∪ {v∗}
5: return Sam

Let Sam be the set of seeds outputted by Greedy. Greedy first
initializes Sam to be ∅ and then proceeds with k steps. At each
step, it selects the user which incurs the greatest marginal gain
in terms of the σ (·) function when selected as a new seed and
includes it into Sam. At the end, it outputs Sam. As could be
noticed, Greedy is a greedy algorithm w.r.t. the σ (·) function. The
pseudo-code of Greedy is presented in Algorithm 2.

Interestingly, Greedy could provide a (1− 1/e)-factor approx-
imation for the AM problem where e is the natural logarithmic
base.

Lemma 6. Greedy provides a (1−1/e)-factor approximation for the
AM problem.

The approximation results here are based on the fact that
function σ (·) is submodular.3 A stronger property is that func-
tion σ (·) is submodular even the diffusion process stops after a
certain number of iterations of propagation without reaching a
convergence. Details of proof could be found in the Appendix.

4. Related work

In the literature, several models have been proposed for cap-
turing the preference diffusion process [26–29]. These models
share the following ideas: (1) users’ preferences are captured by
real numbers and (2) the diffusion process proceeds with many
iterations and at each iteration, each user’s preference is updated
based on his/her own preference and his/her friends’ preferences
(more specifically, it is updated to be a linear combination of
these preferences with appropriate weights). Different models
use different strategies of updating a user’s preference, e.g., in the
model [26] which is called the DeGroot model, it is updated to be
a linear combination of his/her preference at the current iteration
and his/her friends’ preferences (at the current iteration), in the
model [27,28] which is called the opinion formation (OF) model, it
is updated to be a linear combination of his/her preference before
the first iteration and the average of his/her friends’ preferences
(at the current iteration), and in the model [29] which is called the
Lou’s model (LM), it is updated exactly the same as in [26] but with
an additional normalization procedure. The model proposed in
this paper differs from these models by adopting a new strategy
for computing users’ final preferences, i.e., instead of using users’
preferences at the last iteration only, it uses users’ preferences at
all iterations with the decaying effects employed.

Under the OF model, an optimization problem called CAM-
PAIGN was studied [32], which is to find k individuals in the
social network for a given integer k such that once the values

3 Let U be a universe set. Function f : 2U
→ R is said to be submodular iff

given any two sets X and Y where Y ⊆ X ⊂ U , ∀e ∈ U − Y , f (X ∪ {e})− f (X) ≤
f (Y ∪ {e})− f (Y ) [33].
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of the expressed opinion of these individuals are set to be the
maximum, the average of the values of the expressed opinion of
all other individuals is maximized. Note that the PM problem,
which is to maximize the absolute preferences, is very similar
to the CAMPAIGN problem though, they are based on different
models, and as a consequence, they have different tractability
results (i.e., CAMPAIGN is NP-hard [32] and PM is polynomially-
solvable). The AM problem, which is to maximizes the relative
preferences, is totally new and more interesting (since a user has
a large (absolute) preference over a product does not imply that
the user would adopt the product with a high probability (due
to several products with high absolute preferences), and instead,
the probability is better captured by the user’ relative preference
over the product).

A closely related work is information diffusion which has been
studied extensively [1–25]. Several models have been proposed
for capturing the information diffusion process, and among them,
the independent cascade (IC) model [1] and the linear threshold
(LT) model [2] are most commonly used. Two types of optimiza-
tion problems of information diffusion, namely influence maxi-
mization (IM) [4,6,9–19,25,34,35] and seed minimization (SM) (also
called the target set selection problem) [20,36–41] were stud-
ied. Both problems are usually NP-hard, and many approximate
algorithms have been developed.

Some variants of the IM problem have also been studied
which include [42] where each user in the social network has
a location and the problem is to select k seeds such that after
the information diffusion process based on these seeds, the total
amount of the awareness gained by the users located in a given
spatial query region is maximized, [43] where each user has a set
of attributes/keywords and the problem is to select k seeds such
that after the information diffusion process based on these seeds,
the total amount of the awareness gained by the users containing
those given attributes/keywords is maximized, [44] where each
user has a skill set and the problem is to select k seeds such that
the seeds together cover a given set of required skills and after
the information diffusion process based on these seeds, the total
amount of the awareness gained by the users is maximized, and
[25] where the budget for seeding could be allocated fractionally
to different users and a user could be influenced partially and the
problem is to allocate limited budget of seeding to some users
such that the incurred influence is maximized.

Some other related work is reviewed as follows. In [23], the
authors studied the cascading process of ‘‘socware’’ (e.g., malware
and spam), in [24], the authors aimed to answer the question of
whether the information cascade/diffusion process could be pre-
dicted and showed some positive evidence, in [45], the authors
studied the problem of recommending connections among nodes
in order to boost the information diffusion process, and in [21],
the authors studied the role of social networks in the information
diffusion process.

5. Empirical study

5.1. Experimental setup

We conducted experiments on a 3 GHz machine with 32
GB memory under a Linux platform. All algorithms were imple-
mented in C++.

5.1.1. Datasets
Following [29,32], we used two real datasets in our experi-

ments, namely HEP-TH (in the period of 1992–2003) and DBLP
(in the period of 2002–2014). The rationale of using scien-
tific citation networks for our experiments is as follows. First,

in academia, citations of papers imply some of authors’ inter-
ests/preferences on which venues they tend to read/cite papers
from and/or publish their papers at. Second, collaborations among
researchers correspond naturally to a phenomenon of commu-
nication among users, as a result of which, authors’ preferences
are diffused from one to another. For the HEP-TH dataset, we
constructed a corresponding social network as follows. For each
author who has at least 4 publications either in the period of
1993–1996 or in the period of 1997–2000, we generated a node
in the social network. For each pair of (remaining) authors who
co-authored in the period of 1993–2003, we created an edge be-
tween the two corresponding nodes in the social network. Totally,
there are 1516 nodes and 10,738 edges. For the DBLP dataset, we
constructed a corresponding social network as follows. For each
author who has the number of publications from 15 to 45 and
at least 10 co-authors, we generated a node in social network.
For each pair of two co-authors, we created an edge. Totally,
there are 2001 nodes and 14,486 edges. Each publisher/venue was
regarded as a product in our problem setting. We chose the top m
publishers which were cited the most in the period of 1993–1996
for HEP-TH (and 2009–2011 for DBLP).

For the HEP-TH dataset, each author’s preference on a pub-
lisher x is initialized to be the total number of times that his/her
papers that were published in 1993–1996 cited papers published
by publisher x divided by the total number of times that his/her
papers that were published in 1993–1996 cited a paper published
by any publisher. For the DBLP dataset, each author’s preference
on a publisher x is initialized to be the total number of his/her
publications that were published by publisher x divided by the
total number of his/her publications published by any publisher
in 2009–2011.

5.1.2. Types of experiments
There are three parts in the experiments. The first part is

to study the quality of the proposed preference diffusion model
proposed in this paper by predicting what is the probability an
author will cite a paper from a given publication venue, given
their past citation preferences and the co-authorship social net-
work. We consider two existing preference diffusion models,
namely the opinion formation (OF) model [27] and the Lou’s
Model (LM) [29]. Note that we did not consider the DeGroot
model since the DeGroot model is abstract in the sense that the
weights used for the linear combination are not specified and the
Lou’s model is one instance of the DeGroot model. Following [29],
we also consider four other models, namely the Independent
Cascade (IC) model [1,46], the Linear Threshold (LT) model [2,3],
the PageRank model [47], the DiffusionRank model [48]. For the
IC model and the LT model, the diffusion process stops when
there is no additional node activated. For both the IC model
and the LT model, we conducted experiments 20 times and then
used the fraction that a user is activated as the user’s prefer-
ence over a product. For the PageRank method and the Dif-
fusionRank method, we set the parameter values as in [48].
The LM model [29] can be considered as the state-of-the-art
model for preference diffusion. There is one parameter in the LM
model [29], namely the susceptible ratio parameter ∈ [0, 1]. We
varied this parameter value from 0 to 1 and set this value to the
one with the best performance.

Following [29], we evaluated the ‘‘goodness’’ of each diffusion
model with two measurements, namely Jaccard coefficient and
Kendall’s Tau coefficient. Each of these two measurements is an
indicator measuring the similarity between the users’ preferences
on products generated by a diffusion model and the ground-truth
users’ preferences on products. In this paper, the information in
the period of 1997–1999 for HEP-TH (2012–2014 for DBLP) are
regarded as ground truth. Specifically, for each author in HEP-
TH, his/her ground-truth preference on a publisher x in year y ∈
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{1997, 1998, 1999} is equal to the total number of times his/her
papers that were published in year y cited papers published by
publisher x divided by the total number of times his/her papers
that were published in year y cited a paper published by any
publisher. For each author in DBLP, his/her ground-truth prefer-
ence on a publisher x in year y ∈ {2012, 2013, 2014} is equal
to the total number of his/her publishers that were published
by publisher x in year y divided by the total number of his/her
publishers that were published in year y by any publisher.

Let pij be the preference of user i on product j generated by a
diffusion model and gij be the ground-truth preference of user i
on product j. Jaccard coefficient is defined to be the proportion of
the user-product pairs (i, j) such that |pij − gij| ≤ 0.05 where i ∈
[1, n] and j ∈ [1,m]. Note that the larger the Jaccard coefficient
is, the better the model is. In Kendall’s Tau coefficient, initially,
a variable is initialized to 0. Then, for any pair of entries (x, y)
in the preference matrix returned by the diffusion model, we
can find the corresponding pair of entries (x′, y′) in the ground-
truth matrix. The variable is updated based on different cases. If
either (x < y and x′ < y′) or (x > y and x′ > y′), then the
variable is incremented by 1. If either (x < y and x′ > y′) or
(x > y and x′ < y′), then the variable is decremented by 1.
The variable is updated for each possible pair of entries in the
preference matrix. Finally, the Kendall’s Tau coefficient is equal to
the variable divided by the total number of possible pairs in the
matrix. Same as the Jaccard coefficient, the larger the Kendall’s
Tau coefficient is, the better the model is.

Ideally, the iterations of the diffusion model should be tied
with some temporal information such as the publication dates of
papers, e.g., some propagation should be incurred (locally) when
a new paper is published. Nevertheless, in the datasets we used
for experiments, the temporal information is not available quite
often in its raw form, and because of this, existing studies [29]
assumed that the iterations happen all-at-once for each year. To
make the comparison against existing studies more consistent,
we adopt a similar strategy but with a small difference in this
paper. Specifically, we define a parameter r such that in each year,
r iterations of propagations are performed, to take into account
that iterations may happen multiple times during a one-year time
interval.

The second part is to study the efficiency of the proposed Top-
k algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 1) for the preference maximization
problem by comparing it against some baseline methods in terms
of preference and running time. Following existing studies [4],
we compared our proposed method with three baseline methods,
namely Degree-heuristic, Centrality-heuristic and Random. Specif-
ically, we use each of methods including our Top-k algorithm and
also the baseline methods to select a set of seeds and perform the
preference diffusion process starting from the set of seeds based
on the proposed diffusion model in this paper, and then measure
the resulting preference spread and also the time used to select
the set of seeds.

The third part is to study the effectiveness and also the effi-
ciency of the proposed Greedy algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 2) for the
adoption maximization problem by comparing it against some
baseline methods in terms of adoption and running time, respec-
tively. Similar to the case of the second part, we use each of
methods including our Greedy algorithm and also the baseline
methods to select a set of seeds and perform the preference
diffusion process starting from the set of seeds based on the
proposed diffusion model in this paper, and then measure the
resulting adoption and also the time used to select the set of
seeds.

5.1.3. Parameters
We conducted experiments by varying some parameter val-

ues. We varied the number of publishers (m) which was chosen
from {10, 12, 14, 16}. We varied the parameter r from 4, 6, 8, 10
for HEP-TH (and 1, 2, 3, 4 for DBLP). Note that the initial pref-
erences of users on products were constructed in the period of
1993–1996, and the ground-truth preferences were constructed
in one of the years in {1997, 1998, 1999} for HEP-TH (and {2012,
2013, 2014} for DBLP). When we compared the preferences gen-
erated by our model with the ground-truth preferences in year
x ∈ {1997, 1998, 1999} for HEP-TH (and x ∈ {2012, 2013, 2014}
for DBLP), the number of iterations involved in our model is equal
to r · (x − 1996) for HEP-TH (and r · (x − 2011) for DBLP). There
are two parameters in our proposed model, namely α and δ. In
our experiments, we varied parameter α from 0 to 1 and varied
parameter δ from 0 to 1.

We conducted experiments with the following default param-
eter values: m = 16, r = 5, α = 0.5 and δ = 0.25. By default,
we adopt the preference matrix P(N) such that the sum of the
difference between the entries of P(N) and the corresponding
entries of P(N − 1) is smaller than 10−3. In our experiments, N is
equal to 105.

5.2. Experimental results

In this part, we present the results for the aforementioned
three parts of experiment (in this part, we show the results on
the HEP-TH dataset only, and results on the DBLP show similar
clues and could be found in the appendix).

5.2.1. Part 1: Diffusion model comparison
We study the performance of our diffusion model in this

section.

Diffusion model comparison: Fig. 2 shows that our proposed
diffusion model gives the greatest Jaccard coefficient and the LM
model gives the second greatest one. The worst model is the
LT model. This could probably be explained by the fact that our
model captures several phenomena like ‘‘continuous preference’’,
‘‘reversible propagation’’, ‘‘repetitive propagation’’ and ‘‘memory-
based decay’’ which are not captured all by any of the competitors
of our model. We notice that the Jaccard coefficient of each
model increases slightly with r . This may be explained by the fact
that with more products (i.e., more information), users/authors
need more iterations (or communications) to decide to cite a
paper published by a publisher, resulting in more accurate results.
When n increases, the Jaccard coefficient of each model increases
in general since there is more preference information captured,
resulting in more accurate results. The results when Kendalls’s
Tau coefficient is used are similar (Fig. 3).

Varying forgetting coefficient (δ): We vary the forgetting coef-
ficient where the default value of m used is 10. Fig. 4(a) shows
that the greatest Jaccard coefficient of the proposed model with
α = 0.25 is obtained when δ is equal to 0.75. Fig. 4(b) shows that
the greatest Kendall’s Tau coefficient of the proposed model with
α = 0.75 is obtained when δ is equal to 0.75.

Varying persistence effects (α): We vary the persistence effect
where the default value of m used is 10. Fig. 5(a) shows that
the greatest Jaccard coefficient of the proposed model with δ =

0.25, 0.5 or 1 is obtained when α is in the range of 0.85–0.95.
Fig. 5(b) shows that the greatest Kendall’s Tau coefficient of the
proposed model with δ = 0.25, 0.5 or 0.75 is obtained when α is
in the range of 0.75–0.95.

Studies on convergence: We studied the convergence of our
proposed model. Fig. 6 shows that the difference between the
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Fig. 2. The average of Jaccard coefficient for 1997, 1998 and 1999 against the number of iterations per year (r).

Fig. 3. The average of Kendall’s Tau coefficient for 1997, 1998 and 1999 against the number of iterations per year (r).

Fig. 4. The average scores for 1997, 1998 and 1999 against δ.

Fig. 5. The average scores for 1997, 1998 and 1999 against α.

Fig. 6. Convergence (Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is used).

preference matrix in the current iteration and the preference
matrix in the previous iteration decreases dramatically for the
first few iterations and then slowly for the following iterations.
Besides, it could be noted that the convergence speed of the
model is high, e.g., it converges within 30 iterations.

Studies on consensus: We studied the consensus property in our
proposed model. Fig. 7 shows a case study from the dataset. In
this case study, we show a SCC with 3 authors. The author name
is shown in each node in the figure. There are 3 sub-figures in
Fig. 7 showing 3 different instances of preference diffusion at
3 different time stages. It shows that the users’ probabilities to
adopt a publisher reach consensus within a closed SCC after 14
iterations. We note here that the consensus results presented
here are based on a case where many iterations of propagation
were performed on a network assumed to stay unchanged. In
practice, networks are always dynamic (e.g., papers are published
every year and new collaborations are being formed in each
year), which would prevent it from reaching a consensus within
a closed SCC easily.

5.2.2. Part 2: Preference maximization
As shown in Fig. 8, our Top-k algorithm achieves the best

results in terms of the sum of preferences. Besides, Top-k runs
faster than Centrality-heuristic, but slower than Degree-heuristic
and Random.

5.2.3. Part 3: Adoption maximization
As shown in Fig. 9, our Greedy algorithm returns a seed set

with the best quality, but it also runs the slowest.
We note here that as the first attempt of tackling the problem,

our algorithms have some efficiency issues this is similar to the
case of influence diffusion where the first attempt is a slow
algorithm [4] and then faster algorithms were developed (e.g., the
algorithms in [9–11]). In the future, we plan to develop more
efficient algorithms, and one possible way is to use approximate
algorithms instead of exact ones for the matrix manipulations.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new model for modeling the pref-
erence diffusion process on social networks, which guarantees
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Fig. 7. The users’ probabilities to adopt a publisher at ith iteration which are (a) at the beginning (b) at the middle stage and (c) at the end of the diffusion process.

Fig. 8. Preference maximization (the preference of a user on a product was
computed by simulating the proposed diffusion model in this paper with an
sufficient number of iterations of propagation).

Fig. 9. Adoption maximization (the adoption of a user on a product corresponds
to his/her relative preference over the product where the preference was
computed by simulating the proposed diffusion model in this paper with an
enough number of iterations of propagation).

convergence and gives some consensus. Based on the proposed
model, we studied two problems, namely PM and AM, which
optimizes the preference diffusion process w.r.t. two different
objectives by selecting proper seed sets. We developed an exact
algorithm Top-k for the PM problem, proved the NP-hardness of
the AM problem and designed an (1 − 1/e)-factor approximate
algorithm Greedy for the AM problem. Extensive experiments on
real datasets were conducted which verified our proposed model
and algorithms. One interesting research direction is to study the
problem of selecting a smallest set of seeds such that the sum of
users’ preferences over the new product (and/or probabilities to
adopt the new product) is at least a pre-set goal.
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 1

It could be verified that the entry at the ith row and the jth
column of MibP which is an n×m matrix is equal to

∑
1≤h≤n Mib

[i][h]·P[h][j] = 1
indeg(vi)

·
∑

1≤h≤n A
T
[i][h]·P[h][j] =

∑
1≤h≤n

A[h][i]
indeg(vi)

·

P[h][j], and thus it captures the influenced-by effects on vi’s
preference over product aj.

Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 2

Clearly, the entry at the ith row and the jth column of MpP
which is an n×m matrix is equal to 1 · P[i][j] = P[i][j], and thus
it captures the persistence effect on vi’s preference over aj.

Appendix C. Proof of Lemma 3

Before we proceed, we introduce two concepts first, namely
closeness (of a set of vertices in a graph) and aperiodicity (of
a graph or the corresponding adjacency matrix). Given a graph
G(V , E,W ), a set S ⊆ V of vertices in G is said to be closed if
there exists no such an edge which goes from a vertex in V\S to
a vertex in S. In other words, a set is closed if it does not have
any incoming edges from outside to this set. We say that a set
which is closed is a closed set. For example, in the graph shown
in Fig. 1(a), set S = {v1, v2, v3} is closed since there exist no
incoming edges from outside S to S. A sub-structure of a graph (or
its corresponding adjacency matrix) is said to be aperiodic if the
greatest common divisor of the lengths of the simple cycles in this
sub-structure is equal to 1. For example, in the graph as shown
in Fig. 1(a), the sub-graph reduced by the set S = {v1, v2, v3} is
aperiodic since all cycles in this sub-graph have the lengths of 2
or 3 which have the greatest common divisor equal to 1.

First, we prove that MN converges. According to [49], M con-
verges if and only if the following condition is satisfied: each SCC
(strongly connected component) in the graph with the adjacency
matrix as M that is closed is aperiodic. In our case, the above
condition is satisfied which we explain as follows. Recall that
M = α · Mib + (1 − α) · Mp. Thus, in the graph which has the
adjacency matrix the same as M, there is a self-loop on each
vertex (this is because Mp is an identity matrix and α ̸= 1), and
this further implies that each SCC that is closed is aperiodic (this
is because each SCC has at least a self-loop as a simple cycle of
length equal to 1). We denote the entry at the ith row and the jth
column of limN→∞MN by πi,j, i.e., πi,j = (limN→∞MN )[i][j].

Second, we present three limits as follows which will be used
in our proof.

• Limit 1: (limN→∞MN )[i][j] = πi,j for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n (this is
based on the definition of πi,j). That is, ∀ϵ′ > 0, ∃T1 ∈ Z+
such that for any N > T1, we have max1≤i,j≤n |MN

[i][j] − πi,j|

< ϵ′.
• Limit 2: limN→∞

∑N
h=0 δh = 1

1−δ
(this is simply because∑N

h=0 δh = 1−δN+1

1−δ
). That is, ∀ϵ′ > 0, ∃ T2 ∈ Z+ such that

for any N > T2, we have |
∑N

h=0 δh − 1
1−δ
| < ϵ′.
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• Limit 3: limN→∞
∑
∞

h=N δh = 0 (this is simply because∑
∞

h=N δh = δN ·
∑
∞

h=0 δh = δN

1−δ
). That is, ∀ϵ′ > 0, ∃T3 ∈ Z+

such that for any N > T3, we have
∑
∞

h=N δh < ϵ′.

Third, we further prove that
∑N

h=0 δhMN−h
[i][j] converges to

πi,j
1−δ

as follows. Let T = max{T1 + T3, T2}. Consider the differ-
ence between

∑N
h=0 δhMN−h

[i][j] and πi,j
1−δ

, i.e., |
∑N

h=0 δhMN−h
[i][j]

−
πi,j
1−δ
|, for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. For any N > T , we have

|

N∑
h=0

δhMN−h
[i][j] −

πi,j

1− δ
|

= |

N∑
h=0

δhMN−h
[i][j] −

N∑
h=0

δhπi,j +

N∑
h=0

δhπi,j −
πi,j

1− δ
|

≤

N∑
h=0

δh|(MN−h
[i][j] − πi,j)| + πi,j|

N∑
h=0

δh −
1

1− δ
|

≤

T3∑
h=0

δh|(MN−h
[i][j] − πi,j)| +

N∑
h=T3+1

δh|(MN−h
[i][j] − πi,j)|

+ πi,j|

N∑
h=0

δh −
1

1− δ
| (C.1)

≤

T3∑
h=0

δhϵ′ +

N∑
h=T3+1

δh + πi,jϵ
′ (C.2)

≤
1

1− δ
ϵ′ + ϵ′ + πi,jϵ

′
= (

1
1− δ

+ 1+ πi,j)ϵ′ (C.3)

The deduction from (C.1) to (C.2) is because (a) |MN−h
[i][j] − πi,j|

≤ ϵ′ based on the results of Limit 1 (note that N − h’s for
h = 0, 1, . . . , T3 are all larger than T1 since N − h > T − h ≥
T1 + T3 − h ≥ T1), (b) |(MN−h

[i][j] − πi,j)| is bounded by 1
(note that MN−h

[i][j] ∈ [0, 1] and πi,j = (limN→∞MN )[i][j] ∈
[0, 1] since M is right-stochastic as discussed previously), and
(c) |

∑N
h=0 δh − 1

1−δ
| ≤ ϵ′ based on the results of Limit 2. The

deduction from (C.2) to (C.3) is because
∑T3

h=0 δh <
∑
∞

h=0 δh =
1

1−δ
and

∑N
h=T3

δh < ϵ′ based on the results of Limit 3.
For any ϵ > 0, we let ϵ′ = ϵ

( 1
1−δ
+1+πi,j)

. According to Eq. (C.3),

for any N > T , we have |
∑N

h=0 δhMN−h
[i][j] − πi,j

1−δ
| ≤ ϵ for any

1 ≤ i, j ≤ n which implies that

lim
N→∞

N∑
h=0

δhMN−h
[i][j] =

πi,j

1− δ
(C.4)

Fourth, based on the previous result, we know that limN→∞∑N
h=0 δhMN−h exists and

lim
N→∞

N∑
h=0

δhMN−h
=

limN→∞MN

1− δ
(C.5)

Fifth, we prove that limN→∞ P(N) exists which is simply be-
cause limN→∞ P(N) = limN→∞

∑N
h=0 δhMN−hP0 and limN→∞∑N

h=0 δhMN−h exists.

Appendix D. Proof of Lemma 4

First, according to [50], in limN→∞MNP0, a SCC that is closed
would reach a consensus among all users in the SCC. Second,
according to Eq. (C.5) in the proof of Lemma 3, we know that
limN→∞ P(N) = limN→∞

∑N
h=0 δhMN−hP0 =

limN→∞MN

1−δ
P0 =

limN→∞MNP0
1−δ

, and thus each closed SCC reaches a consensus of the
preferences over the products among all users in the SCC.

Appendix E. Proof of Lemma 5

We prove the lemma by transforming the traditional Exact
Cover by 3-Sets (EC3S) problem which is NP-hard to our AM
problem.

First, we give the decision problem of EC3S, also denoted
by EC3S for simplicity, as follows. Given a universe set U =
{e1, e2, . . . , e3q} (q is a positive integer) and a collection C =
{E1, E2, . . . , El} where Ei ⊆ U and |Ei| = 3 (Ei is called a 3-set)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , l (l is a positive integer), the problem is to decide
whether there exists a subset T of C such that T is an exact cover
over U (i.e., |T | = q and U ⊆ ∪E∈T E).

Second, we give the decision problem of the AM problem (with
the matrix Mc already known) as follows. Given a social network
involving n users (v1, v2, . . . , vn), the sum of user vi’s preferences
over existing products pi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, a matrix Mc of size
n × n, an integer k and a real value P , the problem is to decide
whether there exists a set S of k seeds such that σ (S) ≥ P .

Third, we describe the process of transforming an arbitrary
EC3S problem instance to an AM problem instance as follows. We
set n to be max{3q, l} and construct n users, namely v1, v2, . . . ,
and vn. We set pi to be 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, k to be q, and P to
be 3q/2. We construct Mc as a n× n matrix and set its entries as
follows. First, we initialize all entries of Mc to be 0’s. Second, for
each i ∈ [1, 3q] and each j ∈ [1, l] satisfying ei ∈ Ej, we update
Mc[i][j] to be 1. Note that in the case of l > 3q (thus, n = l), the
last l− 3q rows contain all 0’s.

Fourth, we show the equivalence between the EC3S problem
instance and its corresponding AM problem instance by two
cases: l ≤ 3q (Case 1) and l > 3q (Case 2). Before we proceed,
we introduce a property first.

Property 1. Let T = {Es1 , Es2 , . . . , Esd} (d ∈ [1, l]) be a subset of
C in the EX3S problem instance and S be the set containing the s1th
user, the s2th user, . . . , and the sdth user in the AM problem instance,
i.e., S = {vs1 , vs2 , . . . , vsd}. Then, P

S
[i] = c if and only if element ei

is covered by T c times. □

Proof. The property could be easily verified as follows.

PS
[i] =

n∑
j=1

Mc[i][j] · PS
0[j] =

∑
j:ei∈Ej

1 · PS
0[j]

=

∑
j:ei∈Ej∧vj∈S

1 · 1 =
∑

j:ei∈Ej∧Ej∈T

1 = c (E.1)

The first equation is by definition of PS
[i], the second equation is

because Mc[i][j] = 1 for those j’s satisfying ei ∈ Ej and Mc[i][j] =
0 for all other j’s, the third equation is because PS

[j] = 1 for those
j’s satisfying vj ∈ S and PS

[j] = 0 for all other j’s, and the fourth
equation is because vj ∈ S is equivalent to Ej ∈ T , and the fifth
equation is by definition of c .

Consider Case 1. In this case, n = 3q. Consider ‘‘EC3S⇒ AM’’.
Suppose T = {Es1 , Es2 , . . . , Esq} is an exact cover of U . Consider
the set S containing the s1th user, the s2th user, . . . , and the sqth
user, i.e., S = {vs1 , vs2 , . . . , vsq}, as the seed set. According to
Property 1, we know that PS

[i] = 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n (note that
n = 3q). As a result, we know that the probability that user vi
adopts the new product, i.e., PrSi , is equal to PS

[i]/(PS
[i] + pi) =

1/(1 + 1) = 1/2. Therefore, the sum of the probabilities that
the users would adopt the new product, i.e., σ (S), is equal to∑n

i=1 Pr
S
i = n/2 = 3q/2.

Consider ‘‘AM ⇒ EC3S’’. Suppose S = {vs1 , vs2 , . . . , vsq} is a
set of seeds such that σ (S) ≥ 3q/2. Consider the sum of users’
preferences over the new product. According to Eq. (7), we know
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Fig. G.10. The average of Jaccard coefficient for 2012, 2013 and 2014 against the number of iterations per year (r).

Fig. G.11. The average of Kendall’s Tau coefficient for 2012, 2013 and 2014 against the number of iterations per year (r).

∑
1≤i≤n

PS
[i] =

∑
j∈{s1,s2,...,sq}

∑
1≤i≤n

Mc[i][j]

=

∑
j∈{s1,s2,...,sq}

3 = 3q (E.2)

Then, we deduce that PS
[i] = 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n since

otherwise σ (S) ≥ 3q/2 and
∑

1≤i≤n P
S
[i] = 3q cannot be true

simultaneously (this could be verified by considering the problem
of allocating the sum of preferences equal to 3q to the n users
such that the sum of the probabilities that the users adopt the
new product is at least 3q/2, and due to page limit, we omit the
details here). Consider T which is {Es1 , Es2 , . . . , Esq}. According
to Property 1, we know that T corresponds to an exact cover
over U .

Consider Case 2. In this case, n = l. We can show the
equivalence similarly as we did for Case 1 except that PS

[i] = 0
for i ∈ [3q+ 1, l].

Appendix F. Proof of Lemma 6

We first show that function σ (·) is submodular as follows.
Let T ⊂ V be a set of users and S be a subset of T , i.e., we have

S ⊆ T ⊂ V . Let vh be a user that is not in T , i.e., vh ∈ V\T . We
also let T ′ = T ∪ {vh} and S ′ = S ∪ {vh}. Consider PS

[i]. According
to Eq. (5), we have{
PS
[i] =

∑
1≤j≤n Mc[i][j] · PS

0[j] =
∑

j:vj∈S
Mc[i][j]

PS′
[i] =

∑
1≤j≤n Mc[i][j] · PS′

0 [j] =
∑

j:vj∈S′
Mc[i][j]

As a result, we have⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
PS′
[i] − PS

[i] =
∑

j:vj∈S′
Mc[i][j] −

∑
j:vj∈S

Mc[i][j]

=
∑

j:vj∈S′\S
Mc[i][j] = Mc[i][h] (a)

PT ′
[i] − PT

[i] =
∑

j:vj∈T ′
Mc[i][j] −

∑
j:vj∈T

Mc[i][j]

=
∑

j:vj∈T ′\T
Mc[i][j] = Mc[i][h] (b)

(F.1)

Let bi = PS′
[i], ci = PS

[i], and di = Mc[i][h] for i = 1, 2, .., n.
According to Eq. (F.1(a)), we know that bi − ci = di for i =

1, 2, . . . , n. Then, we have

σ (S ∪ {vh})− σ (S) = σ (S ′)− σ (S)

=

∑
1≤i≤n

bi
pi + bi

−

∑
1≤i≤n

ci
pi + ci

=

∑
1≤i≤n

(
bi

pi + bi
−

ci
pi + ci

)

=

∑
1≤i≤n

(
ci + di

pi + ci + di
−

ci
pi + ci

) =
∑
1≤i≤n

di · pi
(pi + ci + di) · (pi + ci)

Similarly, let b′i = PT ′
[i] and c ′i = PT

[i] for i = 1, 2, .., n.
According to Eq. (F.1(b)), we know that b′i − c ′i = di for i =
1, 2, . . . , n. Then, we have

σ (T ∪ {vh})− σ (T ) =
∑
1≤i≤n

di · pi
(pi + c ′i + di) · (pi + c ′i )

As a result, we have

σ (T ∪ {vh})− σ (T )− (σ (S ∪ {vh})− σ (S))

=

∑
1≤i≤n

di · pi
(pi + c ′i + di) · (pi + c ′i )

−

∑
1≤i≤n

di · pi
(pi + ci + di) · (pi + ci)

=

∑
1≤i≤n

(
di · pi

(pi + c ′i + di) · (pi + c ′i )
−

di · pi
(pi + ci + di) · (pi + ci)

)

≤ 0 (F.2)

Note that the last inequality above is true since PT
[i] ≥ PS

[i],
i.e., c ′i ≥ ci (this is simply because S ⊆ T ). Eq. (F.2) implies that
function σ (·) is submodular. It is also worth mentioning that the
proof above is valid for an arbitrary matrix Mc , which further
implies that function σ (·) is submodular even if the diffusion
process stops after a certain number of iterations of propagation
without reaching a convergence.

By using that fact that the Greedy algorithm is simply a greedy
algorithm based on the function σ (·) under a cardinality con-
straint (i.e., |S| ≤ k) and the fact that a simply greedy algorithm
provides a (1− 1/e)-factor approximation for maximizing a sub-
modular function under a cardinality constraint [33], we know
that Greedy provides a (1−1/e)-factor approximation for the AM
problem.
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Fig. G.12. The average scores for 2012, 2013 and 2014 against δ.

Fig. G.13. The average scores for 2012, 2013 and 2014 against α.

Fig. G.14. Convergence (Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is used).

Appendix G. Experimental results on the DBLP datasets

In this part, we present the results for the aforementioned
three parts of experiment on the DBLP dataset. We used the
following default parameters: m = 12, r = 2, α = 0.25 and δ = 0.25.

G.1. Part 1: Diffusion model comparison

We study the performance of our diffusion model in this
section.

Diffusion model comparison: Fig. G.10 shows that our proposed
diffusion model gives the greatest Jaccard coefficient. The results

Fig. G.16. Preference maximization (the preference of a user on a product was
computed by simulating the proposed diffusion model in this paper with an
enough number of iterations of propagation).

Fig. G.17. Adoption maximization (the adoption of a user on a product cor-
responds to his/her relative preference over the product where the preference
was computed by simulating the proposed diffusion model in this paper with
an enough number of iterations of propagation).

when Kendalls’s Tau coefficient is used are similar and could be
found in Fig. G.11.

Varying forgetting coefficient (δ): We vary the forgetting coeffi-
cient where the default value of m used is 12. Fig. G.12(a) shows
that the greatest Jaccard coefficient of the proposed model with
α = 0.25 is obtained when δ is equal to 0.5. Fig. G.12(b) shows
that the greatest Kendall’s Tau coefficient of the proposed model
with α = 0.25, 0.5 or 0.75 is obtained when δ is equal to 0.75.

Varying persistence effects (α): We vary the persistence effect
where the default value of m used is 12. Fig. G.13(a) shows that
the greatest Jaccard coefficient of the proposed model with δ =

0.25 or 0.5 is obtained when α is equal to 0.5. Fig. G.13(b) shows
that the greatest Kendall’s Tau coefficient of the proposed model
with δ = 0.25, 0.5 or 0.75 is obtained when α is equal to 0.25.

Studies on convergence:
The results are shown in Fig. G.14, and same as the results on

the HEP-TH dataset, the results show that the difference between
the preference matrix in the current iteration and the preference
matrix in the previous iteration decreases dramatically for the
first few iterations and then slowly for the following iterations.

Studies on consensus:
Fig. G.15 shows a case study from the dataset of DBLP. In this

case study, we show a SCC with 4 authors. The author name
is shown in each node in the figure. There are 3 sub-figures in

Fig. G.15. The users’ probabilities to adopt a publisher at 3 different stages which are (a) at the beginning (b) at the middle stage and (c) at the end of the diffusion
process.
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Fig. G.15 showing 3 different instances of preference diffusion at
3 different time stages. It shows that the users’ probabilities to
adopt a publisher reach consensus within a closed SCC after 90
iterations.

G.2. Part 2: Preference maximization

The results are shown in Fig. G.16 which are similar to those
on the HEP-TH dataset.

G.3. Part 3: Adoption maximization

The results are shown in Fig. G.17 which are similar to those
on the HEP-TH dataset.
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